
New Quest’s Added in version 1.51 
I highly recommend renting the house from Victoria and getting her pregnant, before embarking on 
these quests! 

Waystone Quest Part I 

Triggers: This quest is available 5 days after the player builds a crib for Erevi’s child. For players using an 
old save game, this counter starts running now. So just skip forward 5 days. You know this quest is 
available when Erevi has left the bed. 

Erevi will task you to find a waystone and inspect it for clues. In V1.51 there are 6 Waystones. At the 
Crossroads, Mia and Greta’s place, The lost valley (near the temple), the Goblin forest, The Ancient 
temple and near the Tower of Death. Once you’ve found a stone tablet, return it to Erevi. 

 

Waystone Quest Part II 

Triggers after returning the worn stone tablet found in Waystone quest part I 

You are required to activate 6 Waystones. You’ll need to add a Crystallized egg to each Waystone in 
order to activate it, so get a bunch of these first. Erevi has also located a temple belonging to The 
Ancients to the east of the goblin forest. Be prepared when activating the Waystones, some nasty 
critters may pop out. 

While traveling, I highly recommend you listening to your daughter’s suggestions. 

The temple of The Ancients is located on a map section east of the Goblin Forest. Apart from a bunch of 
orcs and some loot crates, it contains a locked door. This can be opened by completing a puzzle. Push or 
pull the colored stones to the six empty squares in the central room. Arrange them in the order 
corresponding to the colors of the adjacent rooms. See image below for the correct order. 

In the room behind the locked door you find a still active Waystone (so you actually only need to 
activate 5). On the wall to the left of the Waystone you find an intact tablet. Bring this to Erevi. 

Erevi will teach you the “Travel spell” which you can use to travel between Waystone. 

Click on a stone and choose which you wish to travel to. It requires 5 MP per journey, so remember to 
fill up. 



 

 

Stolen Tools 

Triggers when encountering Marcus near the Western road. 

Thieves have broken into Marcus’ carpenter shop and stolen his best tools. He’ll ask you to retrieve 
them for you. You’ll find his tools and thieves at the crossroads. 

Bring the tools back to Marcus (carpenter shop) to collect your reward. Be sure to meet your daughter 
afterwards. You’ll find her outside the house you can rent Victoria. 

Your poor daughter is exhausted from shopping, why not have a rest at the house? 

 

More children for Erevi (not an actual quest but a new option) 

After completing the Waystone quests, Erevi will be open for more children. You can have up to 4 more 
children with her. She’ll notify you of a pregnancy 5 days after successfully being impregnated. She’ll 
give birth 20 days after being impregnated. Once given birth she’ll be ready to have more sex after 3 
days have passed.  


